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Orthogonal splitting for lattices on quadratic spaces over algebraic number 
fields is studied. It is seen that if the rank of a lattice is sufficiently large, then 
its spinor genus must contain a decomposable lattice. Also, splitting theory 
is used to obtain a lower bound for the class number of a lattice (in the definite 
case) in terms of its rank, via the partition function. 
Let F be an algebraic number field, and let o be the ring of algebraic 
integers in F. This paper is concerned with the relationship between the 
dimension n of a quadratic F-space and the class numbers of the o-lattices 
on that space. Using algebraic methods, we obtain a lower bound for 
the class number h(L) of a lattice L in terms of IZ when the underlying 
quadratic space is definite. Specifically, we show that h(L) 3 
p([(n - 5)/16]), where p(a) is the partition function. This lower bound is 
independent of the choice of F. 
Orthogonal splitting provides the key to our method. With a given lattice 
L of rank n, we associate a partition of II (into a sum of positive integers) 
as follows. There is a splitting (possibly trivial) for L of the form 
L=L,I *.. _L L, , in which the L, are indecomposable; and this splitting 
is unique, except for the ordering of the L,‘s. The sum n = 
rank L, + a+. + rank L, is the desired partition. Lattices corresponding 
in this way to distinct partitions of 12 clearly are in different isometry 
classes. By enumerating a family of distinct partitions associated with 
lattices in the genus of L, we obtain a lower bound for the class number 
of L. 
The general direction of the method used in this paper was suggested 
by the work of Watson [13, 141 over the ring Z of rational integers. 
Using the analytical methods of Siegel, other approaches to the class 
number question have been developed by Magnus [5] and Pfeuffer [IO]. 
Also see Serre [12, Chap. V, Sect. 2.31. Explicit determination of the 
classes of definite unimodular Z-lattices of small rank it has been carried 
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out by Mordell [6], Kneser [4], and Niemeier [7]. But as 12 grows, the 
number of classes increases so rapidly that, for large n, a complete list 
of classes would be totally unwieldy. 
Most of the details of this work have appeared elsewhere (see [l, 2, 31) 
and have been omitted, though some refinements have been included. 
Notation and terminology will be that of O’Meara [9], except for that 
which is introduced here. 
1. ORTHOGONAL SPLITTING 
It is well known that there exist indecomposable definite quadratic 
Z-forms of arbitrarily large rank (for example, see Sect. 106E of O’Meara 
[9]). But it has been shown by Watson [13, Theorems 47, 71, and 631, 
that every inde$nite Z-form in 12 or more variables is equivalent to a sum 
of disjoint forms in less than 12 variables. In this section we shall consider 
the topic of decomposition in a more general setting. Let F denote an 
algebraic number field, with o its ring of algebraic integers. Thus o is the 
Dedekind domain corresponding to the set S of all the discrete spots on F. 
Let Q denote the set of all the nontrivial spots on F. These notations will 
be in effect throughout the paper. We now ask: is there an upper bound 
for the ranks of indecomposable indefinite o-lattices ? If so, can such an 
upper bound be found which works universally, i.e., over all number 
fields ? The following theorem answers the first question afhrmatively. 
Recall that the abbreviations gen and spn stand for genus and spinor 
genus, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. There is a natural number no(o) with the following property: 
If V is a regular quadratic F-space of dimension n 3 n,(o), and L is an 
o-lattice on V, then there is a lattice JE spn L of the form. 
J = J1 I ..a 1 J& , 
with rank Ji = 8 for 1 < i < k - 1, and rank Jk < n&o). Moreover, 
if V is indejinite, then L itself has a splitting of this form. 
Proof. Take no(o) = 12 + 2 maxpoS (pP : pPz), and assume n > n,,(o). 
Then at each p ES, L, has a splitting of the form 
L, = Bl 1 1.. J- B, 1 -a., 
in which each Bi is binary and t 3 6 + (pP : tiPa). Since n > n,(o), we 
may assume dFp(B, 1 Bi+l) = 1 for i = 1, 3, 5. Moreover we may also 
assume 
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Now let UP = F+,(B, 1 B, j- B, 1 B4), and write Bjp) instead of Bi . 
Construct such a space UP at each p E S in this way, and at each p E L? - S 
let UP be any 8-ary subspace of V, satisfying dU, = 1 and S,U, = 1. 
Then, by 72: 1 and 66:3 of [9], there is an 8-ary subspace W of V satisfying 
W, G U, at all p E 52, and W supports a lattice J1 with the property 
Jlp g Bip’ 1 ... I B$” at each p E S. 
The orthogonal complement W* supports a lattice M satisfying 
Mp s (Bip’ I .a. I Bi,))* at each p E S. (Here ( )* denotes orthogonal 
complementation in L, .) So Jr _L ME gen L. If rank M 3 n,(o), apply 
the above argument to M instead of L. Eventually we obtain a lattice 
JE gen L of the form in the statement of the theorem, and application 
of Theorem 2 of [l] enables us to assume that J E spn L. The last part of 
the theorem is now immediate from 104:5 of [9]. Q.E.D. 
The number n,,(o) given by the above proof may be far from best 
possible. For example, Watson has shown that for Z the best possible 
result is no(Z) = 12. However, one cannot eliminate all dependence on 
the indices (pP : PPz). In fact, given any natural number k, one can con- 
struct indecomposable indefinite lattices of rank greater than k over the 
integers of F if (pP : pPz) is sufficiently large at some p E S. For details see 
Section 6 of [I]. This gives a negative answer to the second question at 
the beginning of this section. But the next theorem shows that there is 
indeed a “universal splitting number” if attention is restricted to modular 
o-lattices. 
THEOREM 2. If in Theorem 1 the lattice L is assumed to be modular, 
then the conclusions hold with n,,(o) = 11. 
Proof sketch. The argument is essentially the same as that of Theorem 
1, but here the BjP) may be taken to lie on hyperbolic planes, by 93:18(v) 
of [9]. See 2.1 of [3] for details. 
2. CLASS NUMBERS 
The splitting theory of Section 1 can be applied to the class number 
question, as can be seen from the following immediate corollary of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let L be a modular indecomposable o-lattice satisfying 
rank L 2 11. Then h(L) >, 2. 
Note that by Theorem 2, Theorem 3 actually applies only in the 
definite case. In fact, if o = Z it can be shown that every indefinite 
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modular lattice has class number 1 (see [12, p. 93, Theorem 61). From 
now on, we shall restrict our attention to the definite case, so we can 
assume that the number field F is totally real. In this setting every lattice 
has a unique splitting (possibly trivial) into indecomposable components. 
(For the proof, see 105:l of [9].) From this fact, due essentially to Eichler, 
it follows easily that Witt’s cancellation theorem holds for lattices on 
definite F-spaces, and the next result is an immediate consequence of 
this cancellation theorem. I am grateful to M. Peters for a useful remark 
in connection with this result. 
THEOREM 4. If L = L, 1 e-e is an o-lattice on a de$nite quadratic 
F-space, then h(L) > h(L,). 
To show that h(L) is large when n = rank L is large, we now proceed 
in two stages: (1) We show that among all definite o-lattices of rank n 
there is a lattice with minimal class number having a modular component 
of rank roughly in. (2) We prove that class numbers of modular lattices 
grow with rank, and then apply Theorem 4. 
Let L be an o-lattice with scale sl; C o. At each p E S, let L, = .l:=, Lip) 
be a Jordan splitting, where each LjP’ is @-modular or 0. Now define 
a new o-lattice L by 
(/AL), = 4_ p-QL:p), 
i=O 
if i is even, 
where vi = r- 1),2 I’ if i is odd. 
This definition of pL can be shown to depend only on L; that is, it is 
independent of the choice of Jordan splittings for the Lp’s. Moreover, 
it can be shown that h+L) < h(L), so if L is chosen with h(L) minimal 
for o-lattices of rank n, then h&L) is also minimal (for details, see Sect. 3 
of [2]). At each p ES the o,-lattice (pL)p has a modular component of 
rank at least &z. A brief argument on the existence of o-lattices with 
prescribed localizations gives the next theorem (3.8 of [2]), which 
completes stage (1) mentioned above. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose n > 21, and let m be any positive multiple of 8 
satisfying m 9 Qn - 4. Then there is a definite o-lattice L of rank n such 
that (i) h(L) is minimal for definite o-lattices of rank n; (ii) there is a 
splitting of the form L = M 1 K in which A4 is modular of rank m. 
Notation. At each p E 1;2, let ) . Ip denote the normalized valuation 
in p. If v is an anisotropic vector in a quadratic F-space with quadratic 
map Q, put II v I( = npG,-, I Q(v)lp . Note that if V = Q” with the 
standard inner product, then 11 v jl is just the square of the ordinary length 
of v. 
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DEFINITION. If L. is a definite o-lattice, define the minimum of L by 
min L = min (11 2, jj 1 0 # v EL)-. 
In general min L is a positive rational number, and if the norm nL C o 
(we call such a lattice integral) then by the product formula, min L is a 
natural number. Also, note that when o = Z, the minimum introduced 
here is precisely the classical notion of minimum for integral quadratic 
forms (see [13]). 
DEFINITION. A definite integral lattice L is said to be perfect if the 
following implication holds: If K = Kl 1 K, is any definite integral 
lattice such that min K = min L, and if y: L --f K is a representation, 
then FL C K, or PL 2 K, . 
EXAMPLE. Let 2, be a free o-lattice with base {x1 ,..., x~}, and suppose 
m, 4 = 1; if i==j, if i # j. 
Then 2, is perfect, with min Z, = nIpeR-S j 2 IP . 
Remark. It is clear that a perfect lattice is indecomposable, but the 
converse is not true (see 7.9 of [2]). 
To show that a definite integral lattice J has an indecomposable 
component of rank at least Y, it is enough to find a perfect lattice P of 
rank r that is represented by J and satisfies min P = min J. This argument 
is used in proving our main theorem, and we now give a special case of 
that proof. 
Let M be a unimodular o-lattice satisfying sM = 20 on a quadratic 
F-space V, and suppose that VP is positive definite at all real spots p, 
Suppose further that there is a splitting M = M, 1 **a 1 Mt, with 
rank iVi = 8 and min Mi = &En-s j 2 I4 , for 1 < i < t. We claim 
that h(M) > p(t), where p(.) is the partition function. To see this, first 
let t = s1 + ..I + s, be a partition of t into a sum of positive integers, 
and define 
J1 = Ml I *.. I M,, , 
Jz = MS,,, J- --A 1 M,,,,, ,..., J, = M(sl+...+s,-l)+l I ... I Mt. 
Thus H = J1 _L .** J- J, , with rank Ji = 8si . Using the local represen- 
tation theory of Riehm [l l] and O’Meara [8], we obtain a lattice 
Ji’ E gen Ji such that Zssi-8 -+ J,‘, where Z( ) is as in the above example. 
Then Ji’ has an indecomposable component of rank at least 8si - 3, and 
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51’ l- ..* 1 J,’ E gen M. Now if t = t, + *** + tA is a partition distinct 
from the above, then in the same way we obtain a corresponding lattice 
Kl I .** 1 K, E gen M, where Ki has an indecomposable component 
of rank at least 8t, - 3. Since the two partitions are distinct, by Eichler’s 
theorem we have that J1’ 1 1.. 1 J,,’ C$ Kl 1 *a. 1 K,, . Hence h(M) > 
p(t), as claimed. 
By extending the above argument to arbitrary modular lattices and 
then using Theorems 4 and 5 to obtain our result for arbitrary lattices, 
we get our main theorem (see [2] for details). 
THEOREM 6. Let L be an o-lattice on a definite quadratic F-space V. 
Then 
h(L) > ~([(n - 5)/161), 
where p(a) is the partition function. If L is modular, then in fact 
h(L) 2 ~([(n - 3)/81). 
We can strengthen this result slightly, using Theorem 2 of [l]. Let 
g(L) denote the number of spinor genera in gen L. Then, in the notation 
of Theorem 6, we actually have h(L) 3 g(L) .p([(n - 3)/8]) in the modular 
case. 
Remark. In Theorems 4 and 5, the general problem of class number 
growth is reduced to the modular case. The remaining effort is devoted 
to the latter, using the technique of orthogonal splitting. For a discussion 
of the modular case (over Z) using the Minkowski-Siegel mass formula, 
see [12]. Also, see [lo] for the analytical approach over number fields. 
Once the modular case has been studied by whatever method, the result 
can be carried over to arbitrary lattices using Theorems 4 and 5. 
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